Product Brief

ClinicTracker Meaningful Use Edition − Stage 2
Take Advantage of Government Funding With Our Certified Software

The Drummond Group has
awarded ClinicTracker ONCACB certification as a Modular
Ambulatory EHR for 2014.

Get Ready for Meaningful Use − Stage 2
We're excited and proud to announce that ClinicTracker has achieved Stage 2
Meaningful Use Certification according to requirements set forth by the Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. ClinicTracker Connect
MU Edition is one of the few dedicated Behavioral Healthcare EHR’s that has been
ONC-ACB certified and can support your MU attestation.
Because the Stage 2 criteria are far more more rigorous than they were for Stage 1,
the number of certified vendors has dropped significantly. Companies without our
level of technical expertise have found it very difficult to achieve certification. The
Drummond Group’s Electronic Health Records Office of the National Coordinator
Authorized Certification Body (ONC-ACB) program evaluated ClinicTracker and
certified it as meeting the criteria.
With ClinicTracker Connect MU Edition, you can apply for Meaningful Use funds
and receive up to $63,750 in reimbursement per Eligible Provider. That’s too much
income to ignore. And we can even point you to resources that will help navigate
the process of attesting for those funds.

In addition to Meaningful Use Stage 2, ClinicTracker Connect is fully HIPAAcompliant and handles DSM-5 and ICD10 coding standards - well ahead of the
2015 deadlines.
Now that it meets all Federal standards and guidelines, ClinicTracker becomes
even more powerful in its ability to maximize your clinic’s income and service
quality. Some of the many new features include:
•

Support for HIPAA requirements regarding Direct Secure Messaging

•

A Patient Portal that allows a patient to view medical data, access upcoming
scheduled appointments, see account balances, pay online, and more

•

The capacity for patients to securely transmit their medical records in C-CDA
format to outside providers

•

Secure Messaging between provider and patient

•

A Meaningful Use Dashboard that tracks compliance with attestation
requirements

•

Secure messaging of Transition of Care records for incoming and outgoing
referrals

•

NIST Time Synchronization to ensure your audit logs are always properly
recorded and secure

•

Compliance with regulations requiring designated diagnostic, medication,
and billing codes

•

Partnership with consultants to help navigate the attestation process

The Meaningful Use
Dashboard tracks an
agency’s status in regard
to MU requirements.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Question: What is the difference between a Complete EHR and a Modular EHR?
Answer: The governmental agency that oversees the Meaningful Use program (CMS)
relaxed the requirement in Stage 2 that every EHR had to meet every possible
criterion, even if it had no relevance to the software’s users. ClinicTracker
certified on all criteria required for a Complete EHR except for one related to
transmitting data to immunization registries. Since ClinicTracker is focused
on behavioral healthcare, not general medicine, we opted to forgo certifying this
criterion. As long as the providers in your agency do not administer immunizations,
you can fully attest with ClinicTracker Connect.
Now that ClinicTracker is certified for
Stage 2 of the ONC-ACB Meaningful
Use program, you can take advantage of
substantial funding opportuniities.

Question: I heard a rumor that Stage 2 implementation will be delayed. Does that
mean I don’t need to upgrade to certified software?
Answer: No, you will still have to upgrade. However, there is a proposal under
consideration for CMS to grant some extra time to providers who are experiencing
difficulties fully implementing the Stage 2 edition. The details of that plan have
not been finalized and, regardless, the 2014 version will be required no later than
2015. In the past, agencies have handled similar delays by essentially ignoring
them. They’ve opted to make sure they had the infrastructure in place well ahead of
government deadlines.

For more information, visit: clinictracker.com/meaningfuluse-stage2
We have partnered with experts who can help you apply and attest for Meaningful
Use. Please contact us to learn more about these services. Also let us know if you
want a live demonstration of ClinicTracker Connect - Meaningful Use Edition.
For more information contact us at 315.633.4240 or hello@ClinicTracker.com
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CMS-Required Certification Information
This EHR Module is 2014 Edition compliant and has been certified by an
ONC-ACB in accordance with the applicable certification criteria adopted
by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. This
certification does not represent an endorsement by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services or guarantee the receipt of incentive payments.
Vendor Name: JAG Products, LLC
Date Certified: 5/16/2014
Product Version: ClinicTracker Connect 8.0
Certification ID Number: 05162014‐2558‐8
Modules Tested: 170.314(a)(1‐15); 170.314(b)(1‐5, 7); 170.314(c)(1‐3);
170.314(d)(1‐9); 170.314(e)(1‐3); 170.314(f)(1, 3); 170.314(g)(2‐4)
CMS138v2; CMS155v2; CMS156v2; CMS163v2; CMS165v2; CMS177v2
Clinical Quality Measures Tested: CMS068v3; CMS117v2; CMS122v2;
CMS138v2; CMS155v2; CMS156v2; CMS163v2; CMS165v2; CMS177v2
Additional Software Used: EMR Direct phiMail, DrFirst Rcopia
Price Transparency: This certified product-version may require a one-time
charge and ongoing monthly costs to support online patient portal service
(170.314.e.1), transmission of messages using Direct (170.314.b.2), and
ePrescribing (170.314.b.3)
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